
The Literacy Guarantee Unit

What is the role of the Literacy 
Guarantee Unit?



What do you notice about the oral 
language?

Why is it important for our students?





4. Vocabulary

5. Fluency

3. Phonics

2. Phonological
Awareness

6.   Comprehension

1. Oral language

Best Advice Paper, 
Department for 
Education 2016



What is Oral Language?
“ …..The process of speaking and listening in 
order to make and create meaning. They are 
complementary skills and equally 
important” 

Sheena Cameron



Research shows...

• Clinically significant language impairment is 
present in ~ 50% of young male offenders

• Undetected language impairment will make 
being a witness, suspect or victim more 
challenging for a young person

• High link between behaviour difficulties 
and language / learning impairments

Monash University research 



Who are our EAL/D
learners?

First language 
is NOT English 
(overseas or 
Australian 
born) 

ATSI students whose first language is an Indigenous language 

May have limited ‘schooling’ or 
continuous schooling in first 
language

May have limited or 
excellent Literacy 
experience of first 
language

May have 
had some 
exposure to 
English –
written vs 
spoken 

May have learned one or 
more languages or dialects 
other than English

May have good 
social language 
skills but lacks 
academic – vice 
versa



EALD and ATSI Perspectives
Students from EALD backgrounds bring 

different knowledge, perspectives, dispositions 
and experiences to issues and phenomena 

of their first (or more!) language. 

A common knowledge

Teaching in context is 
vital 

Visuals may be 

culturally-loaded

Need to respect 
customs and gestures

What kind of perspectives
could they bring to their 

learning?
What considerations do 

we need to take into 
account?

Linguistic 
features of the 
English language



Learned, used, taught

Listening Speaking Reading Writing

Learned 1st 2nd 3rd 4th

Used most
next 
most

next 
least

least

Taught least
next
least 

next
most

most



1. Amount of language spoken to a child

2. Extent to which adults cue in and respond sensitively 
to what a child is trying to communicate

3. The way adults talk with children

4. Reminiscing about events

5. Sharing rhymes, songs and books

6. Avoiding background noise

7. Opportunities for interaction with other children

8. Continued use of home language

Factors that support initial language acquisition



Promoting oral language at school

• Listen to students & teach them to listen attentively 
and respectfully to each other

• Value the diversity of home languages  in the class

• Allow thinking time / wait time

• students ask questions as well as the teacher

• Encourage risk taking 

• Plan partner/small group work

• Encourage speaking in sentences

• Encourage a ‘think, pair, share’ 
culture



When surrounded by conversations, children...

 expand their vocabulary

 increase the complexity of the language 
structures they use

 become language risk-takers

 develop confidence in the way they communicate

 clarify their thinking and deepen their 
understanding of their world

 tune into the sounds of standard Australian 
English language.

DECD Best Advice Paper The ‘Big Six’ components of reading  2017



There is now convincing evidence that explicit 

instruction is effective for vocabulary learning.

1. Build vocabulary instruction into everyday 

routines and model high quality language. 

2. Select the best words to teach. 

3. Explicitly teach word meanings in a 

vocabulary teaching sequence. 

4. Teach students to use graphic

organisers. 

https://www.google.com.au/url?sa=i&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwibhNya3I7bAhWLFpQKHVdJAHQQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https://ps20speechandlanguage.wordpress.com/2011/04/12/teaching-vocabulary-how-do-we-learn-new-words/&psig=AOvVaw3SxPWKHcaX_-_cNlat2xAA&ust=1526714291693655


Initiate & respond to student talk

I wonder statements..

I wonder why the sky changes colour?

I wonder if how many birds there are?

I wonder …..?

Closed questions
• How many hundreds are there?

• Where is the story set?

• What happened when we mixed 

flour with water?

Open questions
• How do you think he might be feeling?

• Why do you think this happened?

• Are there any other possible solutions?

• What would you do in this situation?



How
Passive

Low challenge

CShow and Tell



How
Active

High challenge
CDialogue

What’s going on?

What do you see 
that makes you 
think that?

What else do you 
see?



The 
Literacy 
Shed 
Moving 
pictures 

https://www.literacyshed.com/the-images-
shed.html



New York Times  Picture of the Day

https://www.nytimes.com/slideshow/2016/03/15/blogs/pictures-of-the-day-the-
united-states-and-elsewhere/s/20160315POD-slide-M2ZH.html



http://www.thecommunicationtrust.org.uk







AC Leaders site / Transforming tasks
http://www.acleadersresource.sa.edu.au/



• CV





Oral language 
abilities are not only closely related 

to the development of early reading skills, 
but there are also substantial long-term 

correlations with reading in the middle years 
of primary school.

It is impossible to understand the written 
form of a language without a wide 

vocabulary and familiarity 
with language structures. 

(Dickinson & Tabors, 2001)


